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Placement Changes Hands 
Beck Is Back 
Joan Beck 
by Chuck McGivney 
The Villanova Law community proudly welcomes back Joan 
Beck, as she enters her second tour of duty as Placement Director. 
Beck previously held this same post between 1977-1980 and re­
turns having served as an executive search consultant and as the 
recruitment administrator for the prestigious Philadelphia law 
firm, Pepper, Hamilton and Scheetz. 
njtim w • Umiinurif 
by Chuck McGivney 
Marie Helmig has resigned as 
Placement Director at Villanova 
Law School after a successful one 
and a half years of service at that 
post. Under her guidance, the 
Placement Office achieved im­
pressive statistics in aiding stu­
dents through the job search 
process. Helmig now joins Gordon 
Wahls as an executive search con­
sultant. 
In a recent interview, Helmig 
expressed warm feelings concern­
ing her past working relationship 
with the law school. "I absolutely 
loved being a part of Villanova. 
The experience I've learned there 
has been invaluable in laying a 
foundation for growth in my ca­
reer. Secondly, the staff and fa­
culty at the law school have been 
wonderful. Their support has 
been a factor in the success of the 
Placement Office. Finally, I really 
enjoyed working with the stu­
dents. I've met some really wond­
erful people during my tenure at 
Villanova and I will never forget 
the shared excitenient I received 
when students secured their first 
job." 
Despite all the positive factors 
surrounding her position as Place­
ment Director, Helmig found the 
offer by Gordon Wahles "too at­
tractive to pass up. "The job at 
Gordon Wahls is an extremely 
good opportunity for my career at 
this time. As an executive search 
consultant, I am expanding my ex­
perience and continuing my 
growth in the employment search 
and placement industry." Helmig 
also stressed that a salary in­
crease, a close proximity of the 
new job to her home were other 
leading considerations in her deci­




as she displayed great enthusiasm for her regained responsibili­
ties. "I enjoyed my past tenure at Villanova and I'm very familiar 
with the faculty, the goals of the law school and the objectivies of a 
Placement Office. Thus, Beck feel§ her transition period will be 
short and that the Placement Office will continue to function 
smoothly. 
In the near future. Beck does not envision major changes with 
present programs. However, she foresees the Placement Office 
expanding its role as communicator between students and alumni 
and between students and prospective employers. In a recent 
interview Beck stated, "I would like to create greater awareness 
of the Alumni Counseling Program and of the successes of our 
alumni in general." 
Beck understands the difficulty in attaining the precious J.D. 
degree and would like to encourage students by increasing their 
awareness of successful Villanova Law graduates. "I want the 
students to know that there is a light at the end of the tunnel and 
that for Villanova students the light becomes brighter each year.'" 
Presently, a suitable mode for spreading alumni news is being 
considered. 
Beck's previous experience as a "head hunter" for Pepper, 
Hamilton and Scheetz gives her a strong base in assessing charac­
teristics and intangibles that make a student attractive in the 
competitive job market. 
"Villanova's reputation is growing as one of the best law 
schools in the country. People are finding that our graduates have 
skills competitive with any other major school. The tough stand­
ards reflected in our grading policy is a contributing factor in 
turning out quality people. My plan is to let employers know about 
our grading policy and thus make it even easier for students to fair 
well in the job market." 
Beck plans to supplement future resumes with information to 
the employer explaining the grading policies and requirements of 
the law school. Once this information is made available (or is 
developed) the placement office will take a personal step with the 
student outside the halls of the law school into the job market 
itself. 
Beck commented further on this accent on personal interac­
tion and communication and has a message for the student body. 
"I think it's very important for the students to know that the Law 
School believes in them and is willing to stand behind them. All 
too often, students are overwhelmed by the difficulties and chal­
lenges of law. I feel it is part of the duty of the Placement Office to 
urge the student body onward by showing them success, educat­
ing them to career options, and giving them goals to strive for. By 
the time students have reached the third year, they will know 
how to market their skills to employers." 
Beck continued, "The placement records have been very good 
in recent years. However, I would like to get more first and 
second-year in the placement system earlier just to calm their 
own fears of the future and to help them with summer and future 
employment." 
Finally, Beck stressed, "I urge the students to visit the Place­
ment Office and as I start my programs to please communicate 
back to me with their comments so that I know messages are 
being received." 
In Brief,..,, 
It's Reimel Time Again 
itm 
by Carolyn Moran 
After only three weeks into the 
fall semester, the Theodore L. Rei­
mel Appellate Moot Court Compe­
tition is in full swing. According to 
Sandy Ykema, one of the student 
administrators for this year's pro­
gram, the turnout this year has 
been tremendous. A total of ninety 
teams have entered, fifth-two of 
these in the Reimels and thirty-
eight in the Credit Round. This 
year's problem, which concerns 
the suppression of evidence seized 
pursuant to a statement made by a 
suspect before he was given Mi­
randa warnings, should be inter­
esting to students and audiences 
alike. The exclusionary rule has 
sparked much controversy since 
its inception, and the suppression 
of evidence in this type of situa­
tion is a significant issue which 
could be resolved by the federal 
courts in the near future. 







Focus on T.G.'S....7 
Sports 8 
lanova Law School's annual, 
intra-school moot court competi­
tion. The competition was named 
in honor of Judge Theodore J. Rei­
mel, a distinguished attorney and 
later judge for the Philadelphia 
Court of Common Pleas, who was 
an esteemed friend and benefactor 
of the law school. The Reimel 
Competition takes place concur­
rently with the Moot Court II 
Credit Round. Both competitions 
concern the same problem, and 
similar rules and quality stand­
ards apply. However, Credit 
Round participants argue only 
once and Reimel competitors must 
argue twice. The sixteen Reimel 
teams who have accrued the most 
points then advance through elim­
ination rounds until only one team 
is left. 
Villanova law school alumni 
serve as the distinguished judges 
for the Credit Round arid the early 
rounds of the Reimels. In later 
rounds, competitors have the op-
(Continued on page 5) 
rinnininni 
Despite her absence, Helmig 
foresees continued success stories 
coming from the Placement Of­
fice. "The new director, Joan 
Beck, is a real professional. Her 
past experience as Placement Di­
rector and her additional expe­
rience outside of the law school 
will enable the Placement Office 
to go through a smooth transi­
tional period. She also has a dy­
namite personality and I think 
everyone will like her." 
For herself, Helmit sees a bright 
future and has one goal in mind. "I 
want to move up in the industry as 
fast as possible. I'm really excited 
about tomorrow and I hope my fu­
ture endeavors go as well as my 
programs did at the law school. 
Helmig speaks of her past place­
ment programs with pride as she 
contends that they were the "best 
ever." "I really tried to fit pro-
'grams to correspond with the 
needs of the student and if statis­
tics mean anything, it appears 
that the programs worked." 
At the end of the interview, Hel­
mig wanted to leave the student 
body with a familiar message. 
"Don't get discouraged. Everyone 
gets a job." 
the DOCKET 
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— EDITORIALS 
^ Notable Note Cases, . . 
Reimel Scoring I When All Else Fails, 
Arbitrary | Try Chutzpah 
With the 26th Annual Theodore L. Reimel Competi­
tion fast approaching, members of the Moot Court Board as 
well as participants have expended a tremendous amount 
of time and effort. One only had to stick their head in the 
Moot Court office or in the library during the last three 
weeks for a confirmation. That is why it will be a shame 
that this year's comi^tition will once again be tainted by 
complaints of an arbitf&ry scoring system. 
The scoring system is based on a maximum of 400 
points with each team member's brief and oral argument 
being worth 100 points apiece. Each team argues twice be­
fore panels of three judges with the high and the low score 
being dropped. The remaining four scores are then totaled 
with the 16 teams with the highest point total advancing. 
This type of scoring system makes for some irregular re­
sults. For example, last year at least six teams with 2-0 re­
cords failed to advance to the next round. By the same to­
ken, teams with 1-0-1,1-1 and 0-2 records qualified for the 
following round. 
One problem with this type of scoring system is that 
while the judges are afforded some guidance in scoring, 
there are simply too many points to give out. Thus^^one 
judge's score of 175 points might be equal to another 
judge's 125. Whether you advance might just depend on 
who you draw as a judge. Limiting the score to a maximum 
of 100 points per team would be an effective solution. 
Another problem with the present scoring system is 
that it presents an unrealistic model of the legal profession. 
Grant^, our society puts too much emphasis on winning 
and losing. In fact, that was the reason offered for scrap­
ping the won-lost system two years ago. Yet, the fact 
remains, an adversial system is an all or nothing proposi­
tion. You either win or lose — you do not advance on points. 
One possible suggestion would be a compromise be­
tween the won-lost and scoring systems. For example, 
have a certain number of teams advance on the basis of 
their respective records with points being used for tie: 
breakers. The remainder of the field could then be selected 
based on total points they accumulated irregardless of 
wins and losses. Records would only come into play when 
two teams amassed the same point totals. -
These are, of course, only suggestions. There is no 
doubt that better suggestions exist. Yet, the first step to 
solving a problem is admitting that one exists. Is it not 
enough that we have to put up with arbitrary scoring every 
four years at the Olympics without having to endure it 
every October, too? 
by Prof. Steven Finz 
A basic rule of contracts pro­
vides that an agreement with an 
illegal purpose is unenforceable. 
It's an easy rule to learn, arid fre­
quently makes an enjoyable area 
for classroom study and discus­
sion. Typically, law profs, use 
hypos about hit-men or hired 
killers to bring the subject to life. 
But assassins don't usually sue 
for their fees, and the important 
cases aren't always stimulating. 
For this reason, casebook editors 
must keep a sharp lookout for deci­
sions which are worth citing in 
their "notes," and which are inter­
esting enough to re-invest the sub­
ject with excitement. 
In Farnsworth's and Young's 
Cases and Materials on Con­
tracts, Third Edition (Founda­
tion Press — 1980) an important 
principle case under the heading 
of "Illegality" begins by saying 
that the question before the court 
is "whether a covenant by a pro­
fessional man not to compete with 
his employer is enforceable and, if 
it is, to what extent." The modern 
commercial setting makes this a 
problem worth studying, but the 
lead sentence is not designed to 
keep a law student from drifting 
off while reading it. To call the 
reader back, the case is followed 
by a note which cites State of 
Maryland v. Strickland (400 
A2d. 45). Pull it off the shelf, and 
take a look at its opening sentence: 
"The appellee, for whatever else 
he may lack, suffers not for want 
of chutzpah." Dare you to close the 
book without reading on. 
The court in Strickland de­
fines "chutzpah " as a word of Yid­
dish origin meaning "gall, moxie, 
nerve, and audacity compounded 
with brazen assertiveness." To il­
lustrate the word's definition, the 
court uses a well-known hypo 
about a lad who kills both his par­
ents and then, at his murder trial, 
demands clemency on the ground 
that he is an orphan. After reading 
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the facts .of the case, one might 
conclude that, as applied to the 
appellee, the word "chutzpah" 
was an understatement. 
Strickland, it seems, offered to 
pay a Maryland District Court 
Judge $2,500 if she would go easy 
on a friend of his who was appear­
ing before her. The judge tipped 
off the State's Attorney, and, at 
his recommendation, accepted the 
payment. The cash was subse­
quently turned over to the state, 
and used as evidence in Strick­
land's prosecution for bribery. 
After indictment, Strickland 
pleaded guilty and was sentenced 
to a term of four years in prison. 
The defendant never appealed 
the sentence. He did move, how­
ever, for the return of his money. 
The trial court gave it to him, fear­
ing that to do otherwise would vio­
late a provision of the state 
Declaration of Rights which pro­
vided that "No conviction shall 
work corruption of blood or forfei­
ture of estate." But the Court of 
Special Appeals disagreed. 
/ — 
The payment, ruled the appeals 
court, might be regarded as a gift 
to the district judge as an agent of 
the states. If so, it was fully exe­
cuted and, therefore, irrevocable. 
Strickland denied this, however, 
insisting that the payment was 
not a gift but a bribe. 
In that event, the court wrote, 
the payment was part of a con­
tract with an illegal purpose. Such 
contracts, it said, are void, and the 
parties who make them are "left 
where they are found, to stew in 
their own juice." In addition, it 
mused, to repay a bribe to a briber 
after a conviction for briber would 
"erode the public's confidence in 
the court's common sense and 
judgement." 
Strickland's argument might 
not deserve much credit for com­
mon gense and judgement, but 
you've got to give him credit for 
"chutzpah." And you've got to 
give some credit to the casebook 
editors as well. Because after read­
ing the note case which they cite, 
most readers are re-invigorated, 





by Dan Weisman 
There is no doubt that we are in 
a "trash crisis" which will beget­
ting worse in the next few years. It 
may not be immediately apparent 
to the average person on the 
street, but the trash problem ex­
ists. In short, there is no longer 
any useful landfill space. The 
Montgomery County county-
owned landfill is scheduled to 
close in a few months. Lanchester 
landfill (on the border of Lancas­
ter and Chester counties) is not 
accepting new customers. 
GROWS Landfill (lower Bucks 
County) is in the process of closing 
while requesting an expansion. 
This means that localities must 
truck their trash huge distances 
at huge costs while looking for 
alternatives. 
Fortunately, we at Villanova 
University and Villanova Law 
School can feasibly help our neigh­
bors alleviate this problem. We 
generate amazing quantities of 
paper, and aluminum cans, both 
of which are easily recycled. Just 
think for a moment — old notes, 
outdated pocket parts, xeroxed 
cases for last year's moot court 
brief, old newspapers, outdated 
textbooks. None of these have 
much intrinsic value. Add in all 
the empty soda cans (useful only 
for smuggling rum-and-cokes into 
class) and we've got a pretty big 
pile which we have to get rid of 
somehow. 
As noted earlier, leaving the 
junk in a pile for the trashmen to 
take to a landfill is rapidly be­
coming unacceptable. Exotic tech-
iiologies like trash-to-steam 
(Montgomery County's long term 
solution) and refuse-derived fuel 
(Philadelphia's long term solu­
tion) take time to put into effect, so 
they cannot be depended upon for 
our immediate needs. This leaves 
a recycling effort as the preferred 
method. Such a program will cer­
tainly not produce a trash-free 
Shangri-la but it does have major 
advantages. 
Most importantly, recycling re­
duces the amount of trash which 
must be disposed of in other ways. 
The less which must be dumped 
in a landfill, the slower that land­
fill will fill up and the longer it can 
stay open. Also, recycling reduces 
the need for new resources in an 
era of limits. Although trees, un­
like oil, can be grown, it takes 
time. Using less "new" paper 
gives them that time. Recycling 
cans helps because aluminum 
doesn't grow on trees. It has to be 
mined and aluminum mines are 
not infinite in capacity. 
Recycling would be easy to insti­
tute. We have plenty of the neces­
sary raw materials (paper and 
aluminum). There is already a 
functioning recycling center in 
Wayne. This means that all Vil­
lanova would have to arrange 
would be pick-up and delivery of 
recyclable items. As a further in­
centive, recycling centers are 
often willing to pay for large vo­
lumes of trash, so the program 
could be self-supporting. As to 
pick-up, marked dumpsters or 
trash cans could be used for stu­
dents to separate recyclable from 
non-recyclable items when they 
throw the stuff out. No one need 
suffer or be imposed upon. 
A further, though less readily 
a p p a r e n t  a d v a n t a g e  o f  a  
Villanova-run recycling program 
presents itself. It makes the school 
look like a responsible member of 
the Main Line community. No 
more could anyone accuse our 
institution of being a pack of ivory 
tower academics, or worse, 
amoral lawyers. By implementing 
a recycling program, we can help 
out our neighbors in their time of 
need. Perhaps then they will be 
more likely to help us when we 
need some help. 
Finally, recycling is cheaper 
than landfilling over the long term 
because the shortage of landfill 
(Continued on page 6) 
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WEISMAN'S OTHER wJ)RLD 
Keep The 
Presses Rolling 
Many people, tens even, have 
asked the author of this column 
just what he did on his summer 
vacation. Hence, it seemed to be a 
good topic for an article. Contrary 
to popular belief, the author of this 
column (hallowed be his name) did 
not spend his summer incar­
cerated at the Graterford Prison 
Law Library. Instead, this most 
noble and benevolent of individu­
als worked with the Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental Re­
sources (DER) prosecuting land­
fill owners and other nefarious 
polluters. 
Yes, it's a messy job but some­
one has to do it. Besides, it can be 
entertaining at times. For exam­
ple, DER attorneys get site visits 
to the places over which everyone 
is litigating. You haven't lived 
until you've toured an active land­
fill the day after a heavy rain. 
Even more fun is visiting sites of 
illegal dumping — guaranteed to 
have few if any controls on leaking 
junk. One attorney I know went to 
a place like that and has never 
since worn the same pair of shoes 
he used that day. The site was 
later described both informally 
and in court transcripts as either a 
"seething quagmire" or a "wet 
meadow." Gpess which descrip­
tion the prosecuting DER lawyer 
used. 
Of course, it's not all like that. 
Sometimes, the agency has to deal 
trash trucks. The DER countered 
that western seagulls are smaller 
and have different habits than 
eastern seagulls. Since we were 
undoubtedly dealing with eastern 
birds, the western tests could not 
be used. The debate raged back 
and forth with the expenditure of 
much court reporter and expert 
witness time. No seagulls testi­
fied. A few did scream their dis­
pleasure from outside the 
window. However, that was ruled 
hearsay and hence inadmissable. 
The hearing examiner thought 
long and hard before rendering a 
decision, at one point saying, "I 
wish they all could be California 
gulls!" He specifically found as a 
judicial finding of fact that sea­
gulls spend a lot of time eating, 
flying to and from food, socializing 
and loafing, and roosting. Now we 
know. 
Eventually, the hearing exa­
miner decided that the east-west 
seagull dichotomy was not enough 
to prevent the landfill from open­
ing. If bird strike became a prob­
lem, it could always be closed 
later. 
The DER then got its act to­
gether and denied a permit to open 
based on all the other problems 
cited supra. PEMS quickly ap­
pealed again. There were no dou­
ble jeopardy problems as this was 
a civil action and the new denial 
was based on new information. 
sit on it for two years. He finally 
wrote an opinion affirming the 
DER's denial of a permit. PEMS 
appealed to Commonwealth 
Court. Commonwealth Court 
heard oral argument this past 
June 5, immediately after listen­
ing to three and a half hours of 
argument on the Point Pleasant 
Pumping Station. 
By the time they got to the 
PEMS appeal the en banc panel 
was not in the greatest of shape. 
One judge appeared to be asleep. 
One judge seemed to totally ignore 
the proceedings in favor of writing 
what looked like letters (peanut 
gallery viewpoint). Only two 
judges said anything, and they 
sounded concerned with possible 
judicial notice of items published 
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin than 
with the substance of the case. 
Most of the others appeared shell-
shocked. Whether that was due to 
Point Pleasant, the fact that lunch 
was the next scheduled item, or a 
combination is uncertain. 
As of today, no opinion has been 
issued. The landfill has not been 
built. The mushrooms and apples 
continue to grow. The seagulls 
look elsewhere for nourishment. 
One other thing, ever since that 
first hearing (PEMS I or The Bird 
Hearing), some unknown, myste­
rious person has graffitied flying 
seagulls all over a blackboard in 
Don Harrison highlighted a 
very important issue several 
weeks ago, in his column on the 
increase in libel suits. A recent 
Daily News editorial echoed the 
view that the news media have 
been the targets of such suits with 
a growing and disturbing fre­
quency. 
Still fresh in the public memory 
are two well-publicized suits, both 
involving public officials: William 
Westmoreland's against CBS and 
Ariel Sharon's against Time mag­
azine. Neither plaintiff received 
cials.. Admittedly, the standards of 
quality adhered to by the press 
vary greatly. I have a hard time 
viewing the National Enquirer 
and the New York Times as in any 
way related. Obviously, the na­
ture of the plaintiff has a bearing 
on a suit's validity, and the treat-" 
ment it should be given in the 
courts. 
In a 1964 landmark case. New 
York Times vs. Sullivan, the Su­
preme Court ruled that, as long as 
information about a public official 
is not disseminated maliciously 
"Tfcc fact that an individual, particularly a 
public official, is more inclined to initiate a 
libel suit today than he would have been in 





total satisfaction; indeed, General 
Westmoreland suffered more 
damage to his reputation than the 
network did. However, it is not 
merely the results of litigation 
that matter. 
The fact that an individual, par­
ticularly a public official, .is more 
inclined to initiate a libel suit 
today than he would have been in 
previous years is a threatening de-
(i.e., with the knowledge that it is 
false or with reckless disregard 
for its truthfulness), that official 
has no basis for a libel suit. It was 
precisely this element of malice 
that Ariel Sharon failed to prove 
in his suit against Time. There 
are somewhat different standards 
for private individuals. 
It seems, however, that in his 
eagerness to have himself por-
Public Official, as the case may be) 
is willing to overlook some words 
considered important enough by 
our founding fathers: "Congress 
. shall make no law .. . abridging 
the freedom of . .. the press." 
The law cannot clamp an indis­
criminate muzzle on the media, 
and no individual should seek to 
have it do so. It is, after all, the 
First Amendment which provides 
the basis for our free society. It 
would be very sad if disgruntled 
individuals were able, with the 
help of the courts, to erode this 
basis or, as Mr. Harrison so aptly 
put it, . .(to chip) away at the 
process by which . .. citizens are 
kept informed." 
To prevent this from happen­
ing, let us make sure that any­
thing which acts to intimidate or 
restrain the responsible media, in­
cluding the proliferation of libel 
suits, be reduced or eliminated. 
Christine M. Flowers 
• 
Christine M. Flowers is a law stu­
dent at Villanova University. Her 
article is reprinted from the "Guest 
Opinion" column of the Philadel­
phia Daily New. 
cems, liKe tlie f eedmgt^bitSOT 
seagulls. I swear. It's true — 
Pennsylvania Environmental 
M a n a g e m e n t  S e r v i c e s  
(PEMS) V. DER, currently pend­
ing before the Commonwealth 
Court. 
The problem arose in 1979. 
PEMS (at that time, owned by the 
same people who own the GEMS 
landfill in Gloucester County, 
New Jersey) wanted to build a 
landfill along French Creek in 
southern Chester County, so it 
applied for a permit to do so as 
required by Pennsylvania law. 
There were only a few minor dif­
ficulties connected with the site: 
(1) it was right next to a high-
quality stream with breeding 
trout and neat stuff like that; (2) 
within a mile were two mushroom 
farms which required unpolluted 
manure for their operations; (3) an 
apple orchard was nearby; (4) the 
proposed landfill would be visible 
from a local restaurant which 
prided itself on its view; (5) finally, 
the proposed landfill would be 
within half a mile of an airport. 
With its usual aplomb and 
efficiency, the Department or­
dered that the permit-request be 
denied due to the fifth factor. You 
see, landfills attract seagulls. If 
one is near an airport, there is 
vastly increased chances that a 
seagull will fly into a plane or vice 
versa, causing massive damage to 
bird, plane, and passengers. The 
technical term for this is "bird 
strike" and pilots seriously worry 
about it. 
PEMS, believing it could ade­
quately control the problem, ap­
p e a l e d  t h e  d e n i a l  t o  t h e  
Environmental Hearing Board 
(the Pa. agency in charge of hear­
ing such appeals). Six days of 
hearings on the feeding habits of 
seagulls followed. 
PEMS contended that certain 
bird control measures had been 
successfully used at a landfill in 
California. These included scare­
crows, loud whistles and, I guess, 
running down the suckers with 
mgs In frohtiflf a aiiferent neaiing 
examiner followed. 
First came hydrogeology stu­
dies. Hydrogeology is a science 
that supposedly determines the 
flow of groundwater. It is about as 
exact as economics, so reading the 
entrails of a sacrificial animal (or 
law clerk) can give comparable re­
sults. This leads to days of experts 
expounding upon stuff no one else 
understands which is based on 
assumptions made from question­
able data. Yet, in this field it is 
necessary. 
After the hydro studies came 
the farmers. This translated into 
three days of mushroom diseases 
and two of apple farm problems. 
Aside from airborne bacteria, 
birds eating the apples are a majoi-
problem. As one farmer put it, "I 
wouldn't mind if they wanted to 
eat an apple now and then, but 
they insist on taking a peck out of 
every one down the line." Hearing 
attendees also learned that the 
worst disease is "finger blight" 
i.e. people stealing the apples. 
Wien all the testimony ended 
the hearing examiner decided to 
Bernie's 
town. espite being 
erased, the graffiti almost always 
reappears on days when hearings 
are held. 
Granted, the media often exceed 
reasonable bounds in informing 
the public of actions taken by offi-
Disinvestment In 
South Africa Analyzed 
Back 
Dear Docket, 
Hey, if there were half a million 
dollars spent to refurbish the li­
brary, why didn't anybody spend 
five bucks to buy a new 3-hole 
puncher while they were at it? Or 
a one-hole puncher? They're both 
missing, and have been for a year! 
And why do the water fountains 
dispense cooler water when they 
are located in professors' lounges 
or faculty dining rooms? 
And why was my last letter to 
the editor edited? The editor re­
sponsible for editing letters to the 
editor should be edited from the 
editorial board of the Docket. 
Sincerely, 
Bernard M. Resnick '86 
On Sept. 20 the Villanova Uni­
versity Senate is to vote on a reso­
lution condemning South Africa's 
(S.A.) apartheid system and ask­
ing the President and Board of 
Trustees to examine Villanova's 
policies and their effect on apar­
theid (an euphenism for disinvest­
ment). The unfortunate knee-jerk 
conclusion of most examinations 
of this type is that any foreign in­
vestment benefits some element 
of the S.A. white community and 
thus automatically furthers the 
system of apartheid. 
S.A. represents a microcosm of 
the entire African continent, 
where tribal classification and the 
political and economic superiority 
of one or two of groups is an estab­
lished way of life. Unlike the im­
pression the U.S. news media 
often portrays, S.A. whites are not 
a single homogenious group. In­
stead they represent and separate 
economic, religious, and political 
groups. These two white "tribes" 
are the Dutch-Africaners and the 
later arriving English. 
It is the larger and politically 
dominant Dutch that are the 
prime supporters of the apartheid 
system. Their economic base is 
the large agricultural and mining 
operations acquired over the last 
three centuries. These types of 
" economic enterprises do not have 
the intense capital needs that re­
quire foreign investment. It is this 
white "tribe" who are the least 
affected by the disinvestment of 
foreign capital, but are most sup­
portive of the present system. 
The English minority's eco­
nomic base is that of capital in­
tense industrialization and as a 
result are more harmed by the 
removal of foreign capital. They 
are, however, the more pragmatic 
of the two groups and are working 
to change the present system. 
They realistically view their long-
term interests as requiring a sta­
ble society (in order for the 
long-term investment of capital 
which any industrialized society 
requires the risks must be limited, 
an unstable society greatly in­
creases the risks involved in long-
term investment). In order to 
accomplish this, a strong Black 
middle class is needed with clear 
economic and political interests in 
preserving a capitalistic, demo­
cratic South Africa. The only way 
to build such a class is through the 
training, promotion of Blacks in 
industry and providing the social 
and political rights which they are 
entitled to, and which they de­
mand. It is this group which has 
the interest in changing the pres­
ent system that indiscriminate 
disinvestment harms. 
Disinvestment policies are, or 
can be, an effective tool in ending 
the system of apartheid in South 
Africa. Selective disinvestment 
from government securities^com-
panies dealing in the tools of sup­
pression, and any company which 
works to support the present sys­
tem is called fof, but it must be 
selective. Those groups whose 
own interests are tied to the end­
ing of apartheid should not be 
harmed by a broad policy of for­
eign disinvestment, instead they 
should be encouraged and aided by 
selective investment programs. 
Kurt Kramer 
Black Law Students Associa­
tion will be sponsoring an evening 
presentation by Penelope An­
drews entitled "South Africa, Re­
form or Repression?" In addition, 
there will be a screening of the 
documentary film, "The Dis­
carded People." The film is a de­
piction of the effect of group areas 
on Bantustan (Homelands). 
The date of the event is Friday, 
October 11, 1985. It is schedul^ 
for 7 p.m. in Garey Hall Room 29. 
BLSA is planning to accept dona­
tions for the legal defense fund for 
lawyers incarcerated in South 
Africa. 
Gary McDugal is Project Direc­
tor for this event. 
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If the Market Has You Down... 
By Walter Lucas 
In this topsy-turvy financial 
world, where economic growth 
forecasts are trashed at the drop of 
a hat, Alice-in-Wonderland could 
probably make a killing. At least 
somebody could. 
First, there are period when in­
vestors think the economy is 
about to turn the corner, so they 
gear up and buy consumer and 
service-sector stocks highly lever­
aged to the business cycle. Then, 
when the government scorekeep-
ers report another statistical 
miscue, be it bulging business in­
ventories or lackluster consumer 
credit totals, the next sound you 
Ijear on Wall Street is the thud of 
chins hitting the sidewalk. 
High rollers 
The high rollers who bet on re-
acceleration are now worrying 
about the profit picture of the cyc­
lical stocks they bought. Those 
who bought growth stocks are 
worried about exactly when the 
individual investor will return to 
the market and ignite a price 
spurt. Many investors are also 
wondering whether it's safe to 
buy financial stocks now in antici­
pation of another drop in interest 
rates. 
Prudential-Bache Securities 
has been saying all summer that 
the growth and financial stock in­
vestors will be rewarded — even­
tually. The cyclical stock 
investors won't. But if you're ner­
vous about market performance, 
or even about whether the Federal 
Reserve will engineer lower inter­
est rates down the track, why 
wait? 
"Get paid now," says Fred 
Fraenkel, Pru-Bache's market 
strat^ist. How? By buying high-
yielding stocks and bonds. 
Real rates 
Fraenkel's most consistent ad­
vice to clients over the past few 
years has been to take advantage 
of high real rates of return on their 
investments. Translation: buy 
stocks whose dividend yields are 
solidly in excess of the inflation 
rate. "That advice makes just as 
much sense now," he says. "Get­
ting paid 2 to 3 percent per quarter 
in up-front yield is still an attrac­
tive investment." 
If Pru-Bache's projections are; 
right, and interest rates come 
down before year-end, investors 
will be rewarded with additional 
returns in the form of capital 
gains for high-yield stocks and 
bonds. "If we're wrong," Fraenkel 
adds, "and rates go higher, we're 
pretty sure tht the additional pres­
sure will push us into recession, 
so by early next year you will still 
be better positioned than you 
would have been in cyclical 
stocks." 
Buy list 
Pru-Bache's buy list of high-
yield stocks includes Avon Pro­
ducts, paying an annual dividend 
of 9.1 percent; Phillips Petroleum, 
8.2 percent: and Tenneco Inc., 7.3 
percent. The brokerage giant is 
also charged up about three utility 
compcixiies whose stocks pay 
handsome dividends: Consoli­
dated Edison Co. of New York, 7.1 
percent; Florida Progress Corp., 
7.9 percent; and Public Service 
Electric & Gas Co., 9.5 percent. 
Dividends aside, in a world 
where improving earnings stories 
will be fairly scarce, Pru-Bache 
thinks the insurance sector is the 
healthiest part of the economy. 
Premium pricing continues to 
firm lip at a very strong pace. The 
only fly in the insurance group's 
earnings ointment is the memory 
of the last cycle, when profits im­
proved but the stocks didn't after 
the year's initial run-up. Pru-
Bache thinks it will be a different 
story this time. 
Last time, investors moved on 
to better cyclical earnings stories. 
In the absence of a significant re-
acceleration in the economy, Pru-
Bache analysts expect better 
cyclical earnings stories will 
wither on the vine. And as they do, 
the insurance stocks will pick up a 
huge head of steam. 
Those favored by Pru-Bache in­
clude commercial insurers* Con­
tinental Corp. and Combined 
International Corp.; multi-line in­
surers American General Corp. 
and Travelers Corp.; and Marsh 
& McLennan Companies, the 
brokerage giant. 
Another major market story 
will involve companies that have 
achieved success with niche 
strategies. Health service compan­
ies quickly come to mind. In par­
ticular, Pru-Bache recommends 
Republic Health Corp. and West­
ern Health Plans Inc. 
The market's most visible niche 
players, however, are those retail­
ers not competing in the large 
mass markets, but in special sub-
sectors of the consumer market. 
Pru-Bache's favorite is the Gap 
Inc., the specialty retailer best 
known for blue-jeans. It recently 
rolled out two new higher-profit 
retail ventures — Banana Repub­
lic (an upscale casual wear store) 
and Pottery Barn (gourmet 
kitcken and tabletop supplies). 
Analysts like the product mix. 
Pru-Bache envisions the Gap's 
stock selling at $38 per share in 
one year's time, a 26-percent gain 
from where it's selling now. 
by Mike McGroarty 
While most Villanovans were 
battling Labor Day Traffic on 
their way home from the shore, 
Hollywood's top executives were ' 
gloating or agonizing over their 
! . performance in the highly com­
petitive summer film season. The 
i season runs from Memorial Day 
to Labor Day and is the lifeblood of 
the silver screen industry. Al­
though most Oscar contenders 
seem to show up in the fall, Holly­
wood gives its fans some gems 
during the summer. It also gives 
these same fans some very sorry 
excuses for spending $4.50. 
Most major critics gave 3 or 4 
star ratings to the movies I believe 
were the gems of the summer, so 
I'm not really .telling you anything 
astonishing. The first standout of 
the season was Ron Howard's Co­
coon, a science fiction comedy set 
in a retirement community in 
Florida. Howard's direction left 
audiences with teary-eyed smiles. 
In this film, stagnant retirees, 
such as Don Ameche, are re­
juvenated by a modern day foun­
tain of youth. Another sci-fi 
feature was Back To The Fu­
ture. Stephen Spielberg penned 
his name, as executive director, to 
a number of movies this summer 
but only this one panned out. It 
wasn't Spielberg's influence, as 
much as that of director Robert 
Zemechis, which made this movie 
a success. Zemechis pulled a 
wonderful performance out of Mi­
chael J. Fox, star of TV's Family 
Ties. In Back To The Future, 
Fox portrays a kid who travels 
back in time to encounter his par­
ents when they were teenagers, 
t The Emerald Forest is a true 
i story adaptation of a father's 
quest to find his son, who was kid­
napped as a child by Indians, in a 
remote region of South America. 
Although this film received tre­
mendous reviews, it had a hard 
time at the box office. It has re­
cently been re-released however, 
and should do much better the se­
cond time around, having less 
competition at this time of year. 
Disney Studios, after 5 years and 
$25 million, came out with its 
most phenomenal animation since 
Snow White, The Black Caul-
&-on. This tale of sword-and-
sorcery, although perfect for the 
kkis, can be enjoyed by adult au­
Mikey Goes to Hollywood 
diences as well. So if you have 
kids, don't miss this one. Finally, 
for all you Late Night fans, there 
was Pee Wee's Big Adven­
ture. When Pee Wee's bike gets 
stolen. Pee Wee searches for his 
most prized possession and re­
ceives some well deserved laughs. 
From the gems to the dogs, 
there seems to be a great deal of 
daylight. Richard Pryor and John 
Candy, two of Hollywood's fun­
niest men, had one month to spend 
$30 million in Brewster's Mil­
lions and bored audiences to 
tears. The blame for this dog goes 
to the screenwriters who ob­
viously forgot to take advantage of 
such fabulous talent. Steven 
Spidberg did pen his name-to a 
winner in Back To The Future, 
but he probably wished he hadn't 
put his John Hancock on Goo-
nies. This alleged adventure-
comedy, starring a bunch of kids, 
gave most movie-goers migraine 
headaches. The raucous sound­
track consisted of incredibly loud 
children screaming, screeching 
and shrilling the entire length of 
the film. Perfect, starring the 
fast fading John Travolta as a Rol­
ling Stone reporter investigating 
health clubs and drugs, was any­
thing but its title. Travolta hasn't 
starred in a quality film since 
Brian DePalma's Blowout and 
seems destined for the un-
emplqyment lines. Next on the 
chopping block, St. Elmo's Fire. 
Great cast, great music and a 
great setting (Georgetown Uni­
versity); so what went wrong? 
Once again horrible writing kills 
what should have been a summer 
contender. Finally, there was Na­
tional Lampoon's European 
Vacation with the Griswold fam-
My Safety Valve 
Is Show Biz 
by Felice McElwaine 
The most resoundingly good ad­
vice that reached these besieged 
but eager ears during orientation 
was given by Professor Ta^art. I 
think. It may have been Professor 
Sirico. Since entering law school 
I'm not really sure of anything. 
The advice was to not give up the 
other sides of our lives: the things 
that kept us sane enough to be 
accepted into law school in the 
first place. Although I'm already 
considering the sanity involved in 
the application to such a carefully 
catagorized stockpile of ambigu­
ous information, the secrets of 
which can only be revealed 
through mysterious abbrevia­
tions, I'm taking this advice to 
heart. 
My safety valve is show biz. I 
engage in theater therapy. In this 
column, I hope to PG-LS for you. 
Now you've heard of PG-13. This 
rating is designed to save the little 
ones from fear, shock and im­
morality. I can't do this for you. 
ily taking on Europe. This follow-
up to last season's Vacation 
bombed like almost every sequel. 
The gags and jokes were old and 
this movie just doesn't compare to 
its American predecessor. 
NOTE: 
Walter Lucas, a first-year stu­
dent, was formerly a syndicated 
columnist with the Bergen News-
Record. 
Fear and shock are unavoidable in 
law school and everyone here is 
already a very moral person. I can, 
perhaps, save you time and money 
by recommending some shows 
and movies and by saying to other 
productions, "You stink to me." 
You could save about twenty-
five dollars if you're thinking 
about seeing Gospel at Colonus, 
the new musical at the Annenberg 
Center. This combination was so 
exalted by Stephen Fried in the 
Philadelphia magazine, that I 
made a bee line to see it. It would 
have been better described as 
Greek travesty. I'll admit that 
there were some very fine perfor­
mances by Morgan Freeman and 
Isabell Monk and some very 
swinging Gospel music, but the 
incompatability of the profound 
Oedipus at Colonus and gospel 
music's appeal to religious pas­
sion prevents the thing from hap­
pening. It's also very badly 
balanced sound wise and half of 
(Continued on page 5) 
CR YPTIC 
CORNER 
by Terri Eiiiot 
R S T C R I M I N A U T S B T G W X E 
T W 0 E T G C G I 0 I D U C I A R y F 
U W C T R E I W T R R I T C M N X Y H 
Y C R X C Y  W  C Y S M M 0 N S Y S R F 
C R y U I S  Y  U I N U N C T I 0 N S H 
W R X T C 0 R P G R  T  I  0  N  E  R  S  T  0  
y  U  C  M  N  X  0  I  1 1  A  R  E  E  M  E  N  T  X  P  
P  0  R  T  X  Z  Y  D E C  D  E  N  T  I  0  N  S  R  
B  E  N  E  F  I  C  I  A  R  D  E  L  M  N  I  X  S  T  
W  E  X  C  T  M  N  E R  S  E  S  T  0  P  Q  S  T  V  
D  E  M  N  S  T  Q  U  T  E  T  A  T  0  R  D  E  T  X  
L  0  M  N  S  Q R U  S  T  S  S  U  E  D  W  S  R  Z  
K  I  L  K  N  0  D  W  Q  U  E  M  U  R  R  E  R  T  B  
H  G  Y  M  N  B  W  T  S  Q  0  N  A  F  I  D  E  Y  D  
Q  U  S  R  T  U  L  T  R  A  S  P  E  R  I  0  N  T  F  
Y  E  T  S  Q  U  M  P A R  L  E  R  E  S  T  N  M  H  
C  M  R  N  E  I  0  U  J  U  I  S  D  I  C  T  I O N  
W  R  S  L  I  A  B  I  L  I  Y  D  E  T  I  0  L  S  T  
H  E M  S  T  C  L  C L E  E  N  c  y  W  R  A L T  
H  W  R  E  I  0  A  U  E  M  T O  R  D  E  T  0  N  S  
W  R  P  0  L  Y  G  R A P  W R A T H S  D O N  
Q  E  T  H  I  0  U  S  E  I  U  R  E  E  I  L  C  T  Y  
Z  D  H  M  N  S  S  T  0  C  Q  y  E  T  I  N  S  T  0  
Y  C  I  T  0  S  D  E  T  E  U  I  T  Y  D  X  L  I  0  
y U  E  I  0  W  N  L  A  R  E  N  Y  W  E  T  C  M  N  
Q  U  I  0  M  E  N  I  Q  E  E  C  U  T  0  R  I O N  
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Reimels Roll On Movies by McElwaine 
(Continued from page 1) 
portunity to argue before judges of 
increasingly higher authority and 
significance in the field of law 
being considered. Last year, the 
law school was fortunate to have 
the Honorable Ruggiero J. Aldi-
sert, Chief Judge for the Third Cir­
cuit, presiding at the final 
argument. No final decision has 
been made as to this year's judges. 
Three judges hear each team's 
argument and award points on the 
basis of their written brief and 
oral presentation. Participants 
are rated for such things as com- • 
posure, clarity, preparedness, and 
responses to questions. The brief 
is scored for its content and style. 
Two hundred total points may 
be awarded each team per argu­
ment. This figure has b^n critic­
ized as allowing too wide a margin 
for an individual judge's discre­
tion in scoring, possibly resulting 
in unfair or inconsistent results. 
However, one major change insti­
tuted by the Moot Court Board 
this year is the use of a modified 
evaluation form for the judges, 
which has been broken down into 
clearer and more specific catego­
ries, and limits the number of 
points to be awarded in any one 
area. According to Ykema, this 
system should reduce the possibil­
ity of scoring discrepancies. 
Another innovation in this 
year's program is that the Evalua­
tion Committee of the Moot Court 
Board will screen each brief prior 
to the oral arguments. The Moot 
Court Board consists of second 
and third year students selected 
for their outstanding performance 
in the first year legal writing pro­
gram. The Evaluation Committee 
will screen the briefs for sub­
stance, and determine whether 
each brief meets the threshold re­
quirements for academic credit. 
With certain exceptions, all se­
cond and third-year students 
must participate in either the 
Credit Round or the Reimels as a 
requirement for graduation. How­
ever, as many past-participants 
will attest, both competitions 
present an excellent opportunity 
for students to develop and prac­
tice skills in brief writing and oral 
argument, without a client's in­
terests hanging in the balance. Ar­
guing before, and being critiqued 
by, attorneys and judges who have 
demonstrated an. interest in Vil-
lanova students can be a valuable 
experience. This contact has re­
sulted in several job interviews. 
Think about competing in next 
year's competition, and keep your 
eyes open for the Moot Court 
Board's speakers and appellate ad­
vocacy workshops. 
(Continued from page 4) 
the narration is swallowed up be 
deafening musical vibrations. 
The partners are policemen who 
make a mockery of the law far 
beyond probable cause but redeem 
themselves by being two very 
funny, living good-faith excep­
tions. If you just hate subtitles, go 
anyway. You won't be sorry and 
you definitely won't be sad. We-
therby, Vanessa Redgrave's new 
film, is one not to see. That is un­
less you're so overjoyed by the 
light load of assignments that you 
need some depression to maintain 
the homeostasis. It seems to be, 
although no one is quite sure, a 
pseudo-intellectual exercise in 
psychology. Vanessa is everyone's 
victim and even has to scrub a 
stranger's brains off her kitchen 
wall post shooting-suicide. All 
she did was offer him a cup of tea. 
Oh, that's right, she did a little 
more the night before. Anyway, 
this time is better spent in the li­
brary. That's how dreamy the pic­
ture was! 
My really big thing is VCR's. I 
watch one every night. Now that 
it's out I expect all of my profes­
sors, who read this, to call on me 
within the week. But, you see, 
VCR movies are a law student's 
answer to television. Other than 
the fact that I'm addicted to one-a-
day, I exercise an enormous 
amount of control over my view­
ing time. Imagine having to learn 
Civil Procedure during com' 
mercials. Besides there is the self-
sacrifice involved in the PG-LS 
concept. One night I tried to do 
without. Absolute cold-turkey. I 
dreamed I went to the library and 
found My Dinner With Andre 
in the pocket part. The very next 
Ohf that*s right, 
she did a little 
more the night 
before. 
night my equilibrium was res­
tored by watching Woody Allen's 
new release. Purple Rose of 
Cairo. If you missed it at the mo­
vies, it's just the kind of mindless 
fun and fantasy that the reality of 
law school needs. It's the story of a 
housewife during the depression 
years who makes life bearable by 
escaping to the movies. Sound fa­
miliar? Baxter, an attractive 
movie character steps off the 
screen into the life of the house­
wife, Mia Farrow. If this could 
happen. Dean O'Brien could join 
your study group. It makes life 
hopeful. And then there was Mrs. 
Soffel. This is a recently released 
true story of the turn-of-the-
century affair between a warden's 
wife and a condemned prisoner. 
The wife is played by Diane Kea-
ton. It's dark. It's dumb. Come on, 
Mrs. Soffel, grow up and go to law 
school or something. There are 
certain statutes and I could cite 
cases ... 
At your local movie theater, I 
found two pictures that are worth 
mentioning. My New Partner, a 
French film showing at the Nar-
berth, is one not to miss. It's fun 
for anybody: law students will 
find it especially entertaining. 
Recommended old releases 
you may have missed. (VCR) 
Places in the Heart 
Starman 
Mean Season *•***•*• 
Mass Appeal 
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Getting Oriented at VLS 
by Carol Rosenblat 
and Tracey Rible 
Summer came to an abrupt halt 
for our incoming first year class 
on orientation day, August 27. Vil-
. lanova's orientation program, or­
ganized by the Student Bar 
Association, provides first year 
students with a chance to meet 
fellow classmates, faculty and 
staff and to get acquainted with 
the law school before the hectic 
days of class commence. 
Orientation began at 9:30 a.m. 
in rooms 29 and 30, where 
members of the law school com­
munity welcomed the new stu­
dents. Among the speakers were 
Dean Murray, Dean Garbarino, 
Dean Abraham, and Incoming 
Placement Director Joan Beck. 
Students Lenore Myers and 
Sandy Ykema also spoke. 
The students were then divided 
into colleague groups and escorted 
around the campus by second and 
third year students. Upperclass-
men turned out in droves to help 
the "first-years" through the ar­
duous tasks of registering, buying 
books and finding their way 
around campus. More impor­
tantly, the upperclassmen were 
able to address some very real 
first-year concerns regarding 
classes, study groups and profes­
sors. 
Later in the afternoon, the tired 
newcomers reconvened for a brief 
writing session, where a mock law 
school class was staged, much to 
the dismay of many unsuspecting 
first-years. Finally, Dr. Ken 
Tucker counselled the students 
on stress management. 
The day ended with a party and 
barbeque. Thanks to the help of 
Phi Delta Phi, the first year class 
finally got an opportunity to relax 
and get to know one another. 
While nothing can completely 
rid first year anxiety, Steve So­
lomon, vice president of the Stu­
dent Bar Association, stated that 
every effort was made to see that 
the transition to law school was as 
trouble-free as possible for the 
first-years. 
The 1985 orientation program 
was deemed a success by many. 
For Carrie Rerucha, the program 
gave her a chance to become famil­
iar with the lay out of the school. 
She also found the advice from her 
colleagues helpful and practical. 
Kelly Harrison found the stress 
management program especially 
beneficial and wished that it had 
been incorporated into the pro­
gram when she was a first year. 
Although the first-years still 
have a way ?o go, the consensus 
seems to be that orientation has 
helped smooth the way for them. 
VLS Grads Win Awards 
Georgette David and Rita Radostitz accept Wapner, Newman 
trial advocacy awatrd. 
South African 
Lawyer to speak 
Penelope Elizabeth Andrews, a South African lawyer, will 
sj^ak on the topic, "South Africa: Reform or Repression?" at 
Villanova Law School, Friday, October 11, at 7 p.m. As part of her 
presentation, Ms. Andrews will show the film, "The Discarded 
People," and will open the session for questions following her 
remarks and the film. 
On the question of apartheid, Ms. Andrews has said, "The 
bottom line is that you cannot talk around apartheid and make it 
more palatable. The ideology and system of apartheid must be 
obliterated." 
Ms. Andrews, who was raised in South Africa, and until 1983 
worked in the Legal Resource Centre in Johannesburg, received 
her LL.B. from the University of Natal, Durban, South Africa, in 
1982, and her LL.M. from Columbia University School of Law in 
1984. She is now a Chamberlain Fellow in Legislative Drafting at 
Columbia University, and was a Foreign Associate with the 
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund in New York last 
year. 
Among her publications are "Women and Apartheid: A Study 
of the Natal Code and Black Women in Natal"; "South African 
Labyrinth: A Study of the Migrant Labour in ^uth Africa": as 
well as papers and presentations on "The Practice of Civil Rights 
Law in South Africa" and "The Denationalization of Black South 
Africans." 
Ms. Andrews' address, which is sponsored by the Villanova 
Black Law Students' Association, will be held in Room 29of Garey 
Hall, (the Law School building) and is open to the public at no 
charge, although donations will be accepted for the Lawyers' 
Committee for Civil Rights — Southern African Project. A recep­
tion will follow the program. 
In Memory of Edward Huber.. . .  
"Friends" Seek Funds 
Wapner, Newman & Asso­
ciates, a Philadelphia law firm 
which limits its practice to plain­
tiff personal injury cases, has es­
tablished yearly grants of $500 at 
three major law schools in the 
greater Philadelphia area. The an­
nual Wapner, Newman & Asso­
ciates Award will be awarded to a 
graduating .senior student who 
has demonstrated excellence in 
civil trial advocacy. 
According to Robert Newman, 
"My partner, Mort Wapner an(} I 
established the Wapner, Newman 
& Associates Award at our alma 
mater, Temple Law School, a few 
School 
Closed 
Severe weather conditions 
caused by Hurricane Gloria forced 
the closing of the University, in­
cluding the law school, on Friday, 
September 27, 1985. 
The University suffered no­
ticeable damage, as Gloria did not 
follow its expected course. 
As of press time, no details had 
been announced as to when, if at 
all, classes would be rescheduled. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST 
Quick Accurate 
Copies Done on Xerox 
Memory Writer 
Call Maria, 446-7756 
years ago. We have decided to ex­
pand the program to other distin­
guished law schools as a way of 
contributing to the community 
and giving deserved recognition to 
the outstanding talent that these 
fine law schools are producing 
today." 
The Wapner, Newman & Asso­
ciates Award has been established 
at the University of Pennsylvania 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; 
The Delaware Law School of Wid-
ener University, Wilmington, Del­
aware; Villanova University 
School of Law, Villanova, Penn­
sylvania and Temple Law School, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Recycling 
(Continued from page 2) 
space is driving up prices. Since 
municipalities are responsible for 
trash disposal, taxes have to go up 
as disposal costs go up. Hence, re­
cycling will help reduce the need 
for increased taxes. This can only 
help the various governments and 
the economy in general. Will it re­
duce the f^eral deficit to zero? 
Unfortunately not. However, it 
will help, by setting a good exam­
ple if not in more economically 
measurable ways. John F. 
Kennedy asked what we could do 
for our country. Well, here's one 
thing. As Americans and as 
human beings, we can do no less. 
Let's go for it. 
On theeveningof September 22, 
1984, Edward Huber, a second 
School, was the victim of a tragic 
automobile accident. Ed's passing 
represents an irreplaceable loss to 
the Law School Community. Ed 
was a dedicated person whose 
qualities touched many in the 
Law School. In his first year, Ed 
served as a member of the Honor 
Board and was also elected Stu­
dent Government Representative 
for the Class of 1986. 
Members of the Villanova Law 
School Community combined to 
establish a scholarship fund to 
honor the memory of this special 
student. The_^ First Annual Scho­
larship will' be awarded this 
spring to a second year student 
who represents to his/her class 
wiiat £d meant to us.« 
Since its foundation, the Ed 
Huber Memorial Scholarship has 
received gifts totaling almost 
$3000. These funds represent in­
dividual contributions and monies 
raised through special campus ac­
tivities. The "Friends of Ed 
Huber" have established a goal of 
$5000 to be reached before May 31, 
1985. 
Alumni and friends wishing to 
make a contribution to the Ed 
Huber Memorial Scholarship may 
send their gifts to "Friends of Ed 
Huber Scholarship Fund," c/o Vil­
lanova Law School, Villanova, PA 
19085. Your gifts are appreciated. 
PDP 
Parties 
Phi Delta Phi, the largest stu­
dent organization at Villanova 
Law School, got the 1985-1986 
school year off to a blazing start by 
hosting the Orientation Day Bar­
beque in the courtyard. With coop­
eration and funding of the SBA, 
Phi Delta Phi entertained over 200 
first year students and their col-
lea^es with hot dogs, ham­
burgers, beer and soda, while 
music played 'till sundown. 
The good times continued a few 
weeks later when Phi Delta Phi 
held its first party of the year on 
Friday, September 13. More than 
170 people turned out to dance to 
the sounds of a professional DJ 
and socialize with both new and 
old friends. 
Other Phi Delta Phi activities 
tentatively scheduled for the fall 
f semester include a: 
Volleyball Tournament (Friday, 
October 4) 
Faculty-Student Wine and 
Cheese Party (Friday, November 
8) 
Hay Ride (Tuesday, November 
26) 
Phi Delta Phi welcomes your at­
tendance and appreciates your 
support. 
MAKE AN INVESTMENT 




• Learn how to effectively study 
for a law school exam. 
• Learn exam writing strategies which will 
enable you to impress the professor. 
Given the importance of grades to your legal career, 
$65 is a small investment to make in your future. 
The seminar is offered both on Sat., Nov. 2 and Sun., Nov. 3 from 9:00 a.m. 
to 4:00 p.m. Registrants may choose which session they will attend. 
For further information, call anytime 215-557-8260 or write to Legal Poten­
tial, Inc., 1520 Packard BIdg., 15th and Chestnut Sts., Phila., Pa. 19102. 
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SPORTS 
A Long Fly Ball... It's in the Trees 
by Jeanne Rapley 
The leaves are starting to turn, 
the nights are finally cooler, Moot 
Court briefs are due, the hallway 
outside rooms 29 and 30 is jam 
packed again, and the first years 
look just as bewildered as ever. 
Yes, it's fall semester again at 
good 'ole VLS and time once again 
despite pre-season rumors that no 
field was available to play on. 
Eventually, a decision was made 
to use the small diamond at the 
Polo Fields, where last year's 
games were played. 
This year's league has ex­
panded to 17 teams—up from last 
year's 10 teams. Unfortunately, 
Click Flicks 
for that wonderful sport — In­
tramural Softball! 
(Editor's note: At this point, 
strains of "Take Me Out to the 
Ball Game" should filter through 
your head.) 
Sports fans, it's time to unchain 
yourselves from those law books, 
grab a mitt, and a six pack, and, 
head for the ball field. The season 
officially got underway last week 
since only 1 field is available each 
team will only play 5-6 games. 
However, League Commissioner 
Fred Levin reports that if anyone 
can find another field he will happ­
ily add more games. If any of you 
fans can find another diamond (or 
even a sandlot), call Fred or drop 
him a note at the SBA office. The 
season will run until the end of 
October with the top 8 teams mak­
ing the play-offs. 
(Editor's note: Figure it out, 
George, that means we only have 
to finish in the top half — we can 
be competitive!) 
Many of the same rules from 
past years apply this year. For ex­
ample, in order for a team to field 
10 players at least one woman 
must play, otherwise only 9 men 
can play. The League Commis­
sioner would like to encourage all 
teams to abide by this rule. 
(Editor's note: What the com­
missioner forgot to mention was 
that some of us women were play­
ing Softball before you boys ever 
knew what a baseball was!) 
Some new rules have been 
added this year. Due to field lim­
itations any team captain wishing 
to reschedule a game must contact 
Fred Levin a week in advance 
(hey, the new mail boxes are good 
for something besides junk mail!) 
Fred will try to coordinate any 
changes, subject to the other team 
captain's okay. The field we'll be 
playing on has a small problem — 
there's a tree growing in right 
field. 
(Editor's note: The L.H.B.P.A. 
Qeft-handed ball players assoc.) 
has a petition circulating to have 
the tree removed. Give your sup­
port today!) 
To best accommodate for the 
tree, a few rules have been added. 
Any ball hit from the first tree 
near the right field line and on 
over to the right is foul. If a ball 
rolls into the trees when the right 
fielder has no play, it's an auto­
matic double. If the right fielder 
has a play but misses, it's a live 
ball — go for all the gusto you can 
get. 
A few last points to remember. 
In VLS Softball, it's one, two 
strikes you're out at the ole ball 
game. The home team is responsi­
ble for picking up and returning 
equipment, and must sign for it in 
the SBA office. Finally, team cap­
tains should either post the game 
results or drop a note in SBA's 
box. 
Well, sports fans, I look forward 
to seeing all of you at the ball field. 
Don't let the books bog you down 
— get out in the sun and put an 
end to that library pallor! 
SPORTS NOTE: The League 
Commissioner reports some of 
this year's crop of first years look 
awfully good. Does this mean 
there's truth to the rumor that 
Dean Murray's letting students in 
on Softball scholarships?... Is the 
A-team planning a triumph now 
that last year's champs, the Slum­
lords, have graduated to the lawy­
er's summer league softball? .. . 
Rumor has it Paul Kulinski is 
vying for this year's coffee conces­
sion, does this mean he may re­
place Joe DiMa^o as Mr. Coffee? 
1985 Softball Results 
First Year Master Batters defeated The Batterers 19-13 
The Pocket Parts defeated Meat is Murder 8-3 
Desperados defeated Indigents 8-7 
Status Quo defeated Spoilers 1-0 (forfeit) 
Hung Jurors defeated Risky Business 13-3 
The Batterers defeated Gregg v Georgia ... .......... 15-14 
Indigents defeated Meat is Murder 15-7 
First Year Master Batters defeated Verdicks 9-7 
Desperados defeated The Pocket Parts ; (late) 
A Team defeated Latent Defects 12-7 
Gloria defeated East Coast 1-0 
THE JOSEPHSON/KLUWER 




VILLANOVA LAW STUDENTS 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
<4?  ^
JOSEPHSON/KLUWER LEGAL EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
Suite 1206-7 
10 East 21st Street 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
212-505-2060 
The JOSEPHSON/KLUWER BAR REVIEW COURSE is the most academically 
complete Bar Review program available today. This year you will be using our 
Sum & Substance tapes and books as supplements for class preparation and 
when reviewing for final exams. Soon, you and your classmates will be thinking 
about preparing for the Bar Exam. For 16 years, Josephson has been helping law 
students begin their legal career. 
JOSEPHSON/KLUWER IS THE 
BLUEPRINT TO BAR SUCCESS! 
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